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ABSTRACT 
Biocomposites are a type of material. Recently, research and development into 

biocomposites have experienced a resurgence, as they are environmental friendly 
material. As part of the “green” industries, biocomposites decrease the demands on 
traditional, synthetic or petroleum carbon based products. The biocomposite, as studied 
herein, consists of a reinforcing biofibres with a matrix and binder (polymers and 
elastomers) and were formed using thermal compression moulding. All the materials 
were reclaimed, except for the virgin polypropylene and polyethylene. The effects of 
varying the compositions of the biofibre and matrix/binding elements on the material and 
mechanical properties are analyzed and modeled. These properties as a function of the 
composition were characterized to advances value-added product from waste streams.  

The biofibre used in this study is from crop residue (agricultural straw: hemp) 
which is inherently variable. Similarly, the elastomer is from reclaimed tires. Size 
reduction and separation processing provides homogeneity to these sources for producing 
biocomposites with more repeatable characteristics for developing reliable products.   

 Sound absorption coefficients for frequencies ranging from 300 to 3000 Hz were 
recorded following ASTM E1050 (2012) standard. The data was analyzed and modeled 
mathematically. Using regression functions that combined distribution curves and 
polynomials to represent the acoustic absorption coefficients frequency profiles for the 
studied biocomposites was completed. Also, for each sample set, an approximation to the 
noise reduction coefficient (NRC) was calculated by averaging the absorption coefficient 
values from 500, 1300, 1500, and 2000 Hz. In addition, for the same biocomposites, the 
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acoustic results were compared with mechanical properties previously obtained using 
ASTM D412 (1998) tensile testing standard protocols. The data was further analyzed to 
determine mathematical relationship with the material and mechanical pr\operties of 
density, tensile yield strength and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and acoustic absorption 
properties. This contribution is valuable for optimizing material selection when 
engineering products as compromises among these properties typically are made. For 
example, designing a light weight, yet strong product, requires a compromise between 
these properties since these properties tend to be inversely related.   

The observed trends between the material properties and increasing biofibre 
included: decreasing density, increasing magnitude of acoustic absorption coefficient, 
decreasing ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and a nonlinear relation with tensile yield 
strength.  An inverse correlation between density (ρ) and the biocomposite NRC was 
modeled mathematically as 6252.439.14365.15505.5 23  NRC . The relation 
between UTS and biocomposite NRC is 2263.01172.0  UTSNRC . When applied to 
create a product to optimize the acoustic damping with maximum tensile strength using 
the studied biocomposite, the biocomposite, as indicated by the intersection of UTS and 
density or NRC curves as a function of biofibre content,  composed of 40% hemp hurd, 
50% fine crushed tire and 10% linear low density polyethylene is the best suited one. 

The thesis investigated the acoustic properties of biocomposites and created 
mathematical models for material and mechanical properties. These findings are pertinent 
for future research, design, and potential commercialization of innovative biocomposite 
products. Engineers can select material according to these properties creating products to 
meet unique criteria and the composition can be determined using well defined equations. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 

“Biocomposite” is both a strange and familiar definition in current material studies. 
Instead of traditional reinforcement materials, such as: glass and carbon fibres, natural 
fibres like flax, hemp, jute, and other crop fibres are being used in composite to provide 
more environmental friendly products. These products reduce the CO2 emission by 
reducing or eliminating the usage of petroleum-based products, the burning of these 
products and also the burning of crop residue. Although this research has been active for 
two decades, there are still many gaps in the reported research. The biggest challenge in 
replacing conventional fibre-reinforced plastic composites with biocomposites is to 
design materials that present structural and functional stability during storage and use, 
and can be easily disposed through microbial and environmental degradation, with no 
other disastrous consequences for the environment (Mohanty, Misra, & Drzal, 2002). 
Establishing models of the material properties will assist with engineering design and 
analysis to encourage future product development and commercialization for this group 
of innovative materials. 

The results of characterizing material and mechanical properties is fundamental for 
future research where the University of Regina (U of R) seeks to collaborate with 
SHERCOM and the University of Saskatchewan to design landscape products from crop 
residue (flax/hemp straw), used polyethylene grain bags and crushed tires. A modular 
landscaping product could be used on-site for temporary builds and containment projects 
to provide an acoustic barrier, or permanent borders for gardens or property borders. By 
using waste streams such as used grain bags and crushed tires the load on landfills is 
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reduced. Creating a non-structural product that is manufactured in Saskatchewan and 
distributed to local, national and international markets addresses the gap for diversifying 
the agricultural industry and adding additional sources of revenue for producers and 
related industries (Stilling, 2013).  

1.2 Project Scope 
Engineering innovation and design requires an understanding of material properties 

so that a design can be realized. The thesis research seeks to characterize material 
properties such as density, tensile strength, Young’s modulus, toughness, and sound 
absorption coefficient through standardized testing of innovative biocomposites. The 
unique biocomposites have been formed using compression moulding combining varying 
combinations of agricultural waste stream (primarily, different parts of the hemp straw), 
crushed tire crumb, and plastic (either linear low density polyethylene or polypropylene). 
This thesis not only summarizes results for various composite types, but also derives 
mathematical models and calculates correlations between materials and material 
properties.    

1.3 Project Overview 
Innovative samples of biocomoposites from current waste streams with varying 

compositions were created. Through various material testing and subsequent data 
analysis the correlations between material and the material properties to derive 
mathematical models have been completed. Specifically, standard ASTM E1050 (2012): 
using a tube, two microphones and a digital frequency analysis in a frequency range of 
300 to 3000 Hz was performed to determine sound absorption coefficient α. Data on 
yield, toughness, percentage elongation, modulus of elasticity, and other material 
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properties were provided from previous research based on the stress-strain relations 
obtained from tensile tests (ASTM D420, 1998) (Sukkaew, 2012). As biocomposites 
from reclaimed waste streams have inherent variability associated with the constituents in 
the compositions the significant changes of the property values obtained from each set of 
samples representing a given combination of constituents were completed. Finally, 
correlations and mathematical models of the collections among key properties were 
obtained. 

1.4 Applications 
Products from biocomposite offer potential opportunities in manufacturing 

industries, especially in the automotive and construction fields. Biocomposites are also 
being used in the food and packaging industries. Most biocomposites are lightweight, 
high-performance, and cost-effective, which satisfy the material requirements of 
automotive, construction, and packaging industries. For food packaging material, 
nontoxic, and biodegradable features of biocomposite are desired.  In addition, more 
characteristics such as acoustic damping, moisture absorption will fit the design criterions 
of new innovation. Further applications are described in Section 2.1.3. 

The natural-fibre-reinforced composites were originally based on thermoset matrices, 
such as unsaturated polyester or phenolic resins. More recent, improvements have 
switched to thermoplastic matrix composites, which can be more easily recycled after the 
end of a product’s life due to the lower melting temperature (Garkhail, Heijenrath, & 
Peijs, 2000). Currently, vegetable fibres in the form of non-wood materials (fibres and/or 
particles) have received attention by different woodbased industries on forest 
consumption grounds (Alwani, Khalil, Sulaiman, Islam, & Dungani, 2013). 
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1.5 Summary 
The literature review of related biocomposite research and development with a focus 

on acoustic and material properties to related material is summarized in Chapter 2. 
Details of the process to create samples and the testing methodology follow in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 contains typical data along with the analysis process where correlations and 
mathematical models of the material properties were discovered. The impact and 
discussion of the significant results from the previous analysis concludes the thesis in 
Chapter 5. Recommendations for the future work also appear in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Biocomposite Literature Review 
In 1989, The German Aerospace Center Institute of Structural Mechanics applied 

their knowledge in composite technology to innovatively combine natural reinforcing 
fibres (flax, hemp, jute, etc.) with biopolymeric matrix made from derivatives of 
cellulose, starch, lactic acid, etc. The new blends were named biocomposites and are still 
being developed. Today, biocomposites are often defined as materials consisting 
biodegradable components and typically have biopolymer as a matrix and/or natural 
reinforcing fibre (Mohanty, Misra, & Hinrichsen, 2000). This chapter reviews why 
biocomposites have become increasingly more important, the research advances relating 
to their material properties and manufacturing processes, and the relative applications for 
creating commercial products.  

2.1.1 Motivation 
Fibre-reinforced plastic composites (FRPs) made of polymer matrices (epoxy, 

vinyl ester, polyester thermosetting plastic, etc.) and reinforced with fibres (glass, carbon, 
kevlar, etc.) are commonly used in the aerospace, automotive, marine, and construction 
industries. Their invention is attributed to scientists in 1908 (Mohanty et al., 2000). 
However, the manufacturing process and removal process of traditional, reinforcing 
fibres from petroleum-based plastics are areas concern from an environmental 
perspective. These composite materials have been criticized by environmentalists, since 
they are difficult to be reclaimed or eliminated after the end of the product’s life. The 
production and use of plastics continues to increase, with plastic waste contributing to 
landfill concerns. Legislative pressures and the depletion of fossil fuels are motivating 
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scientists to research and develop new and more environmentally friendly materials for 
different products (Bravo, 2013). 

Crop residue, such as straw and chaff, exists in excess after harvest and may be a 
potential fibre source. Flax straw is especially difficult to dispose. The majority of flax 
straw when burned releases CO2. More recently, flax straws are being further processed 
by chopping and spreading to be a supplement, and some companies use flax straw as a 
raw material for innovative bioproducts (Flax Council of Canada, 2015). Utilizing crop 
residue effectively not only minimizes the ecological footprint, but also provides 
secondary income for farmers (Stilling, 2013). Advantages of natural fibres over 
conventional reinforcing fibres (glass, carbon, kevlar, etc.) have a high performance to 
price ratio: low density, high toughness, less energy consumed, less CO2 elimination 
when burned, and biodegradability (Bogoeva-Gaceva et al., 2007). 

From either an environmental or economic perspectives, biocomposites provide a 
significant contribution to reduce the use of non-degradable composites and reducing the 
CO2 emissions. Products from biocomposites can supply an economic gain as the source 
may be from current waste streams (Stilling, 2013). 

2.1.2 Research Advances in Biocomposites 
   In creating new biocomposites, the desired properties need to be optimized or 

selected to meet functional criteria. Properties may include density, tensile, flexural or 
shear strength, toughness, flexibility, acoustic absorption coefficient, water absorption, 
enhanced life cycle characteristics of biodegradability and reclaim-ability, and/or others. 
To achieve the desired performance, composition, preparation and addition of 
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components, and manufacturing processes may be varied. Figure 2.1 represents the same 
of the variables associated with manufacturing biocomposites. 

 

Figure 2.1 Manufacturing processes of biocomposite 

2.1.2.1 Biofibre 
   Natural fibre may be classified, based on its origin as leaf, bast, seed, or fruit. 

Basically, biofibres consist of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Their chemical 
structures are complex and the characteristic properties of natural fibres differ 
appreciably and rely not only on their origin, but also on the planting site, maturity of the 
plant, and the preconditioning. The principal components of biofibre are cellulose and 
lignin. The contents of cellulose and lignin vary from one biofibre to another. Internal 
structure and chemical composition of natural fibres affect their physical and chemical 
properties (such as: density, moisture content and thermal degradation) and mechanical 
properties (such as: tensile strength, stiffness and toughness). Natural fibres that show the 
best mechanical properties are typically selected for composite fabrication. Also, the low 
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temperature thermal degradation of natural fibres prevents an arbitrary selection of matrix 
polymers. 

   According to the study of flax fibre-reinforced polyethylene biocomposites 
conducted by Li, Panigrahi, and Tabil (2009), surface modification can improve the flax 
fibre surface. This enhances the bonding between biofibre and matrix, meanwhile 
diminishes the water absorption of the biocomposites. Also, the tensile strength and 
moisture absorption of biocomposites was shown to increase as fibre content was 
increased from 10% to 30% (Li, Panigrahi, & Tabil, 2009). 

The common chemical treatments for surface modification are alkaline treatment, 
silane treatment, acetylation treatment, permanganate treatment, and others (Li, 
Panigrahi, & Tabil, 2009). Alkaline treatment is considered an optimum surface treatment 
of natural fibres due to its high efficiency and low cost. Rough surface of the fibre cell 
wall can be obtained by eliminating the part of lignin, wax, and oils, for improved fibre–
matrix adhesion as additional sites are available for mechanical interlocking. However, 
excess alkali concentration may depolymerize the native cellulose and weaken the 
strength of the natural fibre (Mohanty, Misra, & Drzal, 2001). 

2.1.2.2 Matrix 
Biodegradable polymers or petroleum-based plastics have been used as the matrix 

in biocomposites.  

There are three types of biodegradable polymers: natural, microbial or synthetic 
polymers according to their origin (Rosa & Lenz, 2013). Natural biodegradable polymers 
are derived from living organisms, which involve enzyme-catalyzed reactions and 
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reactions of chain growth from activated monomers by complex metabolic processes 
inside the cells. The common examples are proteins and carbohydrates, which are inert, 
harmless, and inexpensive compared to the synthetic polymers (Malviya, Srivastava, 
Bansal, & Sharma, 2010). Microbial polymers are synthesized biochemically by 
microbial fermentation as intracellular reserve material for a variety of bacteria; they are 
widely used in industry since they are thermoplastic polyesters which degrade completely 
in water and carbon dioxide under microbiologically active environmental conditions 
(Rosa & Lenz, 2013). Synthetic biodegradable polymers include hydroxy-carbonic acids 
such as poly-glycolic acid (PGA), or poly-lactic acid (PLA). These biodegradable 
polyesters are currently expensive, yet gaining in popularity because of obtainable 
production by fermentation or synthetic processes (Luckachan & Pillai, 2011). 

Capability limitations of biodegradable polymers, such as, their hydrophilic 
feature, high degradation speed and poor mechanical performance in moisture conditions, 
and their high cost are major barriers limiting their presence in comparison to the current 
petroleum-based plastics (Chand & Fahim, 2008). Petroleum-based plastics are basically 
referring to thermoplastic and thermosetting materials; they can be used as matrix in 
biocomposites. Thermosetting materials like epoxy and phenolic thermosetting resins are 
able to form covalent bonds with natural fibre cell walls via hydroxyl groups, which 
cannot be achieved by thermoplastic materials; however, thermosetting composites 
require relative high cost manufacturing processes compare to thermoplastic composites 
(Hepworth & Bruce, 2000). Polypropylene (PP), linear low density polyethylene 
(LLDPE), and high density polyethylene (HDPE) are the most frequently-used 
thermoplastic. They are used in the fabrication of nonwoven fibre and structural plastic 
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products, with nontoxic characters, being non-staining and low cost resulting in high 
value-added by being easy to produce. Besides, they have lower characteristic 
temperatures and higher mould shrinkage (Li, 2008). The advantages of thermoplastic 
composites compared to thermosetting composites include: lower specific weight; 
possible recycling; cleaner processing; unlimited storage time (cooling is not mandatory); 
formability without the need to manufacture a pre-form (Ziegmann & Elsabbagh, 2012). 

   Investigation of coupling agents on affecting the properties of biocomposites 
has been studied by Doan, Gao, and Maeder (2006). The matrix modification by 2 wt% 
addition of maleic-anhydride-grafted (MA-g-PP) to polypropylene matrix intensively 
improved its adhesion with jute fibre and in turn the mechanical performances of 
composites. Similarly, in the experiments carried by Nerenz, Fuqua, Chevali, and Ulven 
(2012), added compatibilizers: MA-g-PP molecules and acrylic-acid-grafted (AA-g-PP) 
molecule, in the PP-sunflower hull composites, which greatly increased the mechanical 
properties (tensile strength, flexural yield strength, etc.), but reduced the impact energy 
absorption. The principle is to establish qualified proportion between molecular weight 
and graft level in the compatibilizers, so that the optimal compatibilization can be 
achieved. 

2.1.2.3 Processing 
   Fibre surface and matrix modifications during composite fabrication are used to 

optimize fibre-matrix adhesion. Also pre-processing the components may involve size 
reduction that is either mechanical and/or thermal and wet/dry processed. The 
components may be compounded or combined using other processes such as vacuum 
forming wet slurry, drying the product for use as a matrix, or the fibre may be air-laid 
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with polyesters to form a fibre mat. Furthermore, different processing affects the overall 
properties of the composite. In general, thermosetting biocomposites are basically 
manufactured by hand lay-up, resin transfer moulding (RTM), and vacuum assisted resin 
transfer moulding (VARTM); thermoplastic biocomposites are mainly processed through 
extrusion, injection, and compression moulding (Mohanty et al., 2000).  

Hand lay-up is a conventional open mould process to produce composites. The 
tooling cost of hand lay-up is fairly low compared to other manufacturing processes that 
involved certain degree of automation; but it is low volume, labor intensive and time 
consuming which is only appropriate when making single, large components; such as: 
aircrafts and car bodies, boat hulls, or for making prototypes (Salit, 2014). 

Resin transfer moulding (RTM) is a closed mould process which stepped by four 
phases: shape forming, mould filling, resin curing, and demoulding. In the first phase, 
fibre reinforcement is produced into final shape; secondly, resin is injected into the cavity 
of a mould; after that resin curing start in the third phase; when the curing reaction 
finishes and the part solidifies then the part is removed from the mould, the fourth phase. 
Components with complex shapes and large surface areas can be manufactured by RTM 
process. Therefore, RTM is widely adopted by high performance products such as 
structural parts for aircraft and automobiles (Liu, Bickerton, & Advani, 1996). 

Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Moulding (VARTM) is an improved design for 
the classic RTM process to cut down the cost and avoid using large metal tools in 
associated design. A separate vacuum bag is used in VARTM process to substitute the 
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upper half of the old mould in RTM, which eliminate using an accurately matched metal 
mould (Song, 2003). 

Using extrusion process can continuously shape composite from melting 
thermoplastics and natural fibre, and subsequently solidify it into a product. The basic 
components of extrusion process are the extruder, the die, and the screw. There are three 
zones of the screw: feeding zone, compression zone, and metering zone (Salit, 2014). The 
temperature in the extruder should be higher than the melting point of polymer, but lower 
than the burning point or disintegration temperature of natural fibre. Extrusion 
compounding is necessary prior to injection moulding because injection screws are much 
shorter than extruders which will lead to low aspect ratio and poor mixing of composites 
(Ziegmann et al., 2012). 

Injection moulding process is a widely used method to produce polymer 
composites since it has high volume and production rates. Similar to extrusion process, 
the screw is providing thermal energy to melt the polymer, drawing support from the 
shear force to blend the polymer with fibre, and forcing the mixtures pass through a sprue 
nozzle into a closed mould. Temperature, pressure, type of material, and shape of 
moulded parts are the factors which can influence the quality of injection moulding 
process. For example, it has been reported that due to the strong shear forces and high 
melt temperatures, the shear viscosity of polymers decreased, which help the composites 
to be injected smoothly into the mould with minimum strain (Ho et al., 2012). In the 
study of injection moulding processing of flax fibre and polyethylene composites, Li et 
al. (2009) found that low injection temperature helps enhance the tensile strength and 
decrease the water absorption. 
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The compression moulding process is another popular method in the manufacture 
of biocomposites because of its high reproducibility and low cycle time. Compression 
moulding process can be repeated in order to increase the density and reduce porosity 
content in the composite. Unlike injection moulding process, compression moulding 
process handles natural fibres with different length requirement (1cm~10cm). Firstly, 
from 1 to 5 cm, longer length with constant width leads to larger aspect ratio, which 
contributes to a stronger adhesion between mixtures, and results in improvements of the 
mechanical properties (flexural strength, tensile strength, Young’s modulus, etc.). 
However, when the lengths further increase from 5 to 10 cm, the distribution of the 
composites becomes less homogeneous due to the larger size of the fibres, and causes 
increased standard deviations of the properties (Zou, Huda, & Yang, 2010). Better 
performance of biocomposites made through compression moulding is targeted through 
consolidation processing by the utilization of coupling agents (Mohanty, Wibowo, Misra, 
& Drzal, 2004). 

Mohanty et al. (2004) compared extrusion and injection moulding process and 
compression moulding process. The primary advantage of extrusion-injection moulding 
processing is the homogeneous mixing of fibre and matrix, which plays an important role 
in giving the required function; the weakness is that such processing places the natural 
fibres at risk to high shear forces, which can break or damage the fibres, reducing their 
aspect ratio. In comparison the compression moulding processing, avoids damaging fibres 
since low shear forces exist but poor mixing sometimes has negative effect resulting in a 
nonhomogeneous biocomposite.  
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2.1.3 Transfer of Technology and Commercialization 
   Biocomposites provide specific mechanical properties which are highly 

competitive among new materials. Many recent structural innovations such as bio-tubes, 
sandwich plates, and car door interior panels made of biocomposite show that composites 
consisting biofibres are widely used. However, these attempts started decades ago. For 
example, Henry Ford tried to construct the first Model-T by using hemp in 1940, and the 
car had hemp plastic panels whose impact strength was 10 times stronger than steel 
(Martino, 2013). Nowadays, most applications are distributed in automotive, food, textile, 
and construction industries. 

2.1.3.1 Automotive industry 
Biocomposites have found enormous amount of applications in automotive 

industry. Daimler–Benz was the first enterprise which has been discovering the method 
of substituting glass fibres with natural fibres in car bodies’ components since 1991. 
Mercedes adopted jute fibre composites in door panels of its E-class cars in 1996. 
Diamler–Chrysler began utilizing nature fibres for their vehicle manufacturing. The bast 
fibres were used to accomplish 10-30% weight savings and related cost savings without 
yielding vehicles function. Many automobile manufacturers in Europe followed the steps 
of Diamler using biocomposites in various automotive applications (Kim & Pal, 2010). 
North American also invested in this area. In 1999, Michigan Auto Parts manufactured 
parts from biocomposites. Cambridge adopted a mixture of flax fibres and plastic, namely 
flax polypropylene, to fabricate a mouldable product used as the rear shelf panel of the 
2000 Chevrolet Impala, which is comparable to fibreglass. Durafibre, Inc., a 
Saskatchewan company, cooperated with Cambridge by baling the straw, hauling it to the 
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plant, extracting the long fibres, cleaning the fibre, and shipping the fibre to Cambridge 
factory for part production (Prystay, 1999).  

2.1.3.2 Food industry 
Abundant usage of petroleum-based plastic in the food packaging contributes to 

the serious environment problem that exists today. Therefore, a number of bio-based 
materials and their innovative applications in food-related packaging have gained much 
attention over the past several years. Biocomposites can help to provide new food 
packaging materials with improved mechanical, antioxidant, and antimicrobial properties. 
Adding natural additives to the polymer matrices has been proved to improve the 
packaging's functionalities. For example, extracts of blueberry and grape seed have 
shown an antimicrobial effect. Besides, composites with agriculture waste can solve 
difficult problems in food packaging system. For instance, rice straw based composites 
with 30% activated carbon produce the maximum ethylene scavenging rate (77%) instead 
of commercial ethylene scavengers that based on potassium permanganate (KMnO4), 
which is prohibited because of its toxicity and color (Valdés et al., 2014). 

2.1.3.3 Textile industry 
In Europe, long flax fibre is used to produce pure linen yarn and fabrics. In 

Canada, Biolin Research Inc., a company located in Saskatoon found that shorter flax 
fibre (usually 5 to 15 cm long) can be used to produce coarser yarns and fabrics, and 
when reprocessed produce "cottonized flax" (i.e. fibres with the approximate diameter 
and length of cotton) which can then be blended with cotton to produce garments (Biolin 
Research, 2014). These garments are typically cooler than cotton or polyester cotton 
blends. 
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2.1.3.4 Construction industry 
In construction industries, biocomposite applications such as Eco-bricks, 

structural panel boards, bio-shingles and green roof material are increasing in popularity 
in Canada. According to the Ontario company, Stemergy, the structural panel materials, 
combining flax fibre and earth-friendly binders is an alternative to wood-based panels. 
New systems for blending flax fibre with concrete and stucco currently exist. 

2.1.3.5 Other applications 
   There are also many other applications that exist in daily life: flax fibre 

composite moulded brief case are made with flax fibre and polypropylene using 
compression moulded nonwoven material by Stemergy; mixing flax fibre and shives with 
biopolymers made from renewable non-food crops is being injection mouled to make a 
biodegradable and compostable smartphone case by Open Mind Developments; wood 
preservative carrier pads made of flax fibre composite is being developed by Genics Inc. 

2.1.4 Conclusion 
Biocomposites have increasing status in the revolution of renewable materials 

since environmental problems such as landfill pressures and CO2 pollutions are facing a 
mounting crisis. To maximize the utilization of bio-based materials, improved 
manufacturing processes are sought. Furthermore, to establish practical standards and 
procedures for biocomposites are required from both the American Society for Testing 
and Materials (ATSM), and International Organization for Standardization (ISO). This 
provides metrics for evaluation and standardization to aid in stable and safe products to 
meet market demands and thereby encourage the commercialization of bio-products. 
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With the development of technology and science, biocomposites have enormous 
potential with valuable material research being undertaken. The success of biocomposites 
will aid in creating a better environment for human society.  

2.2 Sound Absorption Coefficient Literature Review 
There are basically two methods available for noise reduction: passive and active 

mediums. “The absorbing materials, as such, are passive mediums that lower noise by 
disseminating energy and turning it into heat.” The passive medium was defined by 
Sagartzazu, Hervella, and Pagalday (2008). At high frequencies, an adiabatic process 
happens in porous materials because of friction that heat lost when the sound wave passes 
through the uneven pores. On the other hand, poroelastic materials can perform acoustic 
damping since energy is lost due to heat exchange at low frequencies, which is an 
isothermal process. Generally, the performance of poroelastic materials has limitations at 
high frequencies (Sagartzazu et al., 2008). 

All materials have certain sound absorption capacities. Incident sound energy will 
be either absorbed or reflected, either transmitted or dissipated. Sound absorption 
coefficient is a term used to describe the material acoustic damping capacity in a specific 
frequency range. The sound absorption coefficient is a percentage number which is 
between 0.01 and 1. It represents the amount of sound being absorbed, with 0.01 
indicating a minimal percentage being absorbed and 1 being the maximal value where 
total sound absorption occurs (Vér & Beranek, 2006). 

Sound energy is incident on material surfaces which can reflect, absorb and/or 
transmit the sound energy. Forming a solid, impervious barrier to prevent sound 
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transmission is the standard of a good sound reflector; whereas, proper sound absorbers 
transmit sound. Good sound reflectors tend to be massive and not penetrable, while sound 
absorbers are generally porous and lightweight material (Bil'ová & Lumnitzer, 2011). 

The three basic categories of sound absorbers are porous, panel, and resonates 
materials. A porous absorber is usually made of matted or spun fibres; panel absorbers 
are mostly used for airspace by providing an impervious surface; and resonators created 
by holes or slots that connect to an enclosed volume of trapped air (Gupta, 2006).  

In this research, biocomposites are studied as porous materials. A number of 
features significantly impact the absorption performance of porous materials, which are 
porosity, density, thickness, airflow resistance, tortuosity and moisture content (Seddeq, 
2009). Generally, porous sound absorbing materials have good acoustic absorbing 
capacities over a wide frequency range due to the larger pores.  

According to the study conducted by Yang and others (2004), the rice straw–
wood particle composite boards were found to have higher sound absorption coefficients 
than particleboard, fibreboard, or plywood in the frequency range from 2000 to 8000 Hz 
since the rice straw and waste tire particles used in the composite board are more porous 
than the materials that made up the particleboard, fibreboard, and plywood. 

Yang and others also tested the performance of rice straw–wood particle 
composite with various specific gravities (SG). The results indicated that SG of 0.4 
showed higher sound absorption coefficient than SG of 0.6, and SG of 0.6 performed 
better than SG of 0.8. The low specific gravity boards could be categorized as rigid 
insulation materials (Yang, Kim, D. J., & Kim, H. J., 2003). 
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Also, Ersoy found that the backing of tea-leaf-fibre with a single layer of cotton 
cloth increases its sound absorption properties significantly. Different layer thicknesses 
showed peak values in different frequency ranges; namely, 10 mm thick sample reaches a 
maximum level of 0.80 at 4500 Hz, 20 mm thick sample exhibits a maximum sound 
absorption coefficient of 0.85 at 2800 Hz, 30 mm thick sample reaches a maximum value 
of 0.90 at 2200 Hz (Ersoy & Küçük, 2009). 

Furthermore, Peng and others (2015) completed their study of sound-absorbing 
composite materials using wood fibre and polyester fibre. They demonstrated the 
relationship between airflow resistivity and sound-absorbing performance of the 
composite materials. The airflow resistance values declined when the sound absorption 
coefficients of the materials increased (Peng, Song, Wang, J., & Wang, D., 2015). 

Tortuosity is a measure of the elongation of the passage way through the pores, 
compared to the thickness of the sample. The experiment conducted by Knapen and 
others showed the influence of the tortuosity on the sound absorption coefficient. When 
the values of the tortuosity rose, the peak value of sound absorption coefficient moved 
towards lower frequencies and overall values of the absorption coefficient diminished 
(Knapen, Lanoye, Vermeir, Lauriks, & Van Gemert, 2003). 

Last but not least, sound absorption coefficient decreases when moisture content 
of composite increases, as proved by Yilmazer and Ozdeniz (2005). They found that the 
sound absorption coefficient on expanded perlite plates decreased with increasing 
moisture content, and there is hardly any difference between the dry and 50% humid 
conditions but a notable difference observed from the 50% to 95% humid conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 Methodology and experiment 

3.1 Material Preparation 
Biocomposites were created from hemp crop residue (hurds, fibre, or whole 

stalk), reclaimed crushed tire (two particle sizes) and a polymer (either linear low density 
polyethylene or polypropylene). Four groups with varying weight percentages of each 
constituent were manufactured using thermal compression moulding to create 200 mm × 
200 mm × 3 mm and 200 mm × 200mm × 10mm samples, weighing 120 g and 300 g 
respectively. The samples were formed using a Dake Press with a pressure of 1.62 MPa 
(235 psi) and at a temperature between 150 - 165°C (300-325°F) for 20 minutes. The four 
groups of materials with the weight percentages of the constitutions are listed in Table 1. 
The first type of biocomposite consisted of hemp fibre (HF), fine crushed tire (FCT), and 
linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE); the second type biocomposite is composed of 
whole stalk hemp (WSH), FCT, and LLDPE; the third composite is hemp hurd (HH), 
coarse crushed tire (CCT), with polypropylene (PP); the last composite includes HH, 
FCT, and LLDPE. The weight percentage of fibre to crushed tire varied from 10 to 80 
with the percentage of polymer remaining constant at 10%. 

The hemp was provided by Alberta Innovates Technology Future; the hemp was 
size reduced using a knife mill and 3mm × 3mm screen. The reclaimed crushed tire was 
sourced from SHERCOM Industries Inc., Saskatoon, Canada by the University of 
Saskatchewan. The fine crumb tires are screened by using 20/30 mesh (Sukkaew, 2012). 
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Table 3.1 Composition of biocomposite samples 

Material Code Composition (% in w/w) 

HF-FCT-LLDPE 10-80-10 20-70-10 30-60-10 40-50-10 50-40-10   

WSH-FCT-LLDPE 10-80-10 20-70-10 30-60-10 0-50-10 50-40-10   

HH-CCT-PP 20-70-10 30-60-10 40-50-10 50-40-10 60-30-10 70-20-10 80-10-10 

HH-FCT-LLDPE 10-80-10 20-70-10 30-60-10 40-50-10 50-40-10   

 

Specimens were made by die cutting at a standard laboratory atmosphere prior to 
performing tests. For acoustic testing, a specific shape is required to satisfy the 
corresponding testing apparatus following the instruction of standard ASTM E1050 
(2012). A die with diameter of 65 mm (2.5 inch), as shown in Figure 3.1, was used to 
prepare acoustic specimens. Six samples could be cut from each sheet, as shown in 
Figure 3.2. This provided multiple samples for testing for one material; then an average 
of the material properties was calculated to reduce experimental errors.  
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Figure 3.1 Die tool for manufacturing acoustic samples 

 
Figure 3.2 Samples (6) cut from the same biocomposite material 

For tensile testing, a “dog-bone” shaped was used. Ten replicate specimens were 
tested and the results were presented as an average of tested samples.  
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As shown in Figure 3.3, a hydraulic press was used to die cut the specimens.  

 
Figure 3.3 Hydraulic Shop Press for cutting specimens 

3.2 Method and Standard 

3.2.1 Acoustic Testing Standard 
Measurements of the sound absorption characteristics of these biocomposites 

were conducted using the impedance tube method. The impedance tube measurements 
are based on the two-microphone transfer-function method according to the ASTM 
E1050 (2012). With this method, fast and accurate measurement of the normally incident 
acoustic parameters using small samples are easily obtained with an apparatus that is easy 
to assemble/disassemble (Russell, 2004). However, boundary conditions, homogeneity of 
the porous material structure, and stability of the adopted signal processing method can 
affect the results. Horoshenkov et al. found high flow resistivity, low homogeneity, large 
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range of pore size, and reconstituted porous rubber produced high dispersion in the sound 
absorption coefficient testing results (Horoshenkov et al., 2007). 

Compared to the reverberation chamber method, the impedance tube method has 
certain advantages and disadvantages. The advantages include the size of apparatus and 
the sample size being small in comparison to those used in the reverberation chamber 
method.  The impedance tube method is more effective; the surface impedance and sound 
absorption coefficient can be calculated using this method. Only normal incident, not 
random incident sound waves are able to be measured in the impedance tube method; 
however, an estimated value requires a correction process. Furthermore, the reverberation 
chamber method is preferable to determine the acoustic properties that depend on the size 
of the material while the impedance tube testing results may vary substantially when 
measuring heterogeneous materials or specimens with different pore size from different 
regions of a large sample (Oldham D.J., Egan C.A., & Cookson R.D., 2011). 

Since the biocomposites are relatively homogeneous and only normal incidence 
sound absorption coefficients needed to be tested, the impedance tube method offered a 
more practical and effective method over the use of a reverberation chamber. Therefore, 
this method was adopted in the following experiments. 

3.2.2 Tensile Testing Standard  
Tensile properties were tested by Wasit Sukkaew using the ASTM D412 standard 

(1998). Since the biocomposites composition contained more crushed tire, an elastomer 
rather than polymer the results followed the ASTM D412 (1998) protocol. 
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3.3 Experimental procedure 

3.3.1 Acoustic Testing Protocol  
A Brüel & Kjær Impedance Tube Kit Type 4206-A (Figure 3.4) was used in the 

experiment with PULSE 18 software. Acoustic samples of 65 mm (2.5 inch) diameter 
were fixed in the medium impedance tube with measurements completed from 100 to 
3200 Hz. For each variable 800 separate data points in this frequency range were 
obtained every 4 Hz. The surface of the sample needs to be neither too tight nor too 
loose. If it is too tight, the center would bulge and the specimen would be in tension and 
alter the results. If the specimen is too loose, gaps between the edge of the sample and the 
sample holder or tube may exist which would allow the sound wave to be transmitted 
rather than reflected. Again, the result would be inaccurate. 

 
Figure 3.4 B&K medium impedance tube kit type 4206-A 
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Sound absorption measurement was carried out eight times for each type of 
biocomposites to assess repeatability and accuracy. Each sample was tested twice at 
position A, then rotated 180  to position B, and tested twice again. Afterwards, the 
sample was turned to the other side, and repeated for each position (Figure 3.6). Since a 
uniform biocomposite sample edge is difficult to die cut due to the relatively large 
composite particle size, a 3 mm (1/8 inch) thick, 65 mm (2.5 inch) diameter O-ring was 
applied in the sample holder to avoid circumferential air gaps between the edge of the 
sample and the tube. An O-ring was selected as its material properties match the prime 
constituent of the samples, namely being elastomeric. Also, to ensure the sample is 
straight, a transparent chuck was used to consistently align the sample (See Figure 3.5). 

 
Figure 3.5 O-ring and alignment chuck 
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Figure 3.6 Four orientations of sample for impedance tube tests 

As the available equipment was damaged (failed speaker in the impedance tube), 
a white noise sound source was used. The sound source was approximately 5 cm x 10 cm 
x 1 cm and placed on a 0.5 cm foam pad and inserted next to the speaker, as shown in 
Figure 3.7. The procedure for data acquisition using the proprietary PULSE system was 
followed to calibrate and access the validity of the readings. 
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Figure 3.7 Internal construction of impedance tube 4206-A 

The procedure involved selecting tube parameters, followed by channel 
calibration. Channel calibration improves the accuracy of intermediate results, which can 
be used to validate measurements. Secondly, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each 
microphone position was determined prior to testing, which is necessary to ensure 
accurate results. Thirdly, a transfer function calibration to eliminate the effects of phase 
and amplitude mismatches between the two measurement channels was completed. A 
calibration factor cH was obtained. The final step required measurements of a known 
specimen. The test specimen was inserted and the complex acoustic transfer function H  
was recorded, which is given by the following equation:  

ir
j HjHeHG

GH  
11
12                                                                                         (3-1)  

where 12G is the cross power spectrum of the acoustic pressure signals at microphones 
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locations 1 and 2, 11G is the auto power spectrum of the acoustic pressure signal at 
microphone location 1, see Figure 3.7. Correction for mismatch in the microphone is 
using Equation 3-2. 

cHHH /                                                                                                                     (3-2) 

The complex reflection coefficient is calculated in the accompany software from the 
following formula:  

2/1

2
2

)cos(21
)cos(21







 ksHH

ksHHR 


                                                                               (3-3)                                        
 
where φ is the phase of the complex transfer function, radians; k = cf /2  represents 
wave number, 1m ; s refers to the center to center spacing between microphones in 
meters. Then the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient can be calculated from 
the following equation: 

21 R                                                                                                                       (3-4)                                                              
Equations (3-1), (3-2), (3-3), and (3-4) follow the calculation instruction of ASTM E1050 
(2012). 

3.3.2 Tensile Testing Protocol  
An Instron 3366 Universal testing machine was operated with a cross-head speed 

of 5 mm/min during the tensile strength test according to the ASTM D412 (1998) 
standard. Each test ends when failure occurs. A maximum load value ( maxF ) is recorded 
along with load and displacement values during the test. Standard material properties 
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were calculated by following Equations (3-5), (3-6), and (3-7). For each material, ten 
samples were tested and the values reported are the averages (Sukkaew, 2012):  

AFx                                                                                                                            (3-5) 
where,  

  = tensile stress, MPa (N/ 2mm ) 

xF = force at specified elongation, N 

A = cross-sectional area of unstrained specimen, 2mm   

A
FYS y                                                                                                                       (3-6)                                   

where,  

YS = yield stress, MPa (N/ 2mm ) 

yF = magnitude of force at the yield point, N 

A = cross-sectional area of unstrained specimen, 2mm  

AFUTS BE                                                                                                                  (3-7) 
where,  

UTS = ultimate tensile strength, the stress at rupture, MPa (N/ 2mm ) 

BEF = the force magnitude at rupture, N 

A = cross-sectional area of unstrained specimen, 2mm  
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3.3.3 Density Measurement Protocol 
The density was measured by dividing the mass of biocomposite samples by the 

volume. Rectangular specimens were formed from which the samples were cut; the 
original sample dimensions of 200 mm × 200 mm × 10mm were made. The mass of the 
samples was measured at room temperature using a weighing scale. The volume of the 
biocomposite samples was calculated. Three sheets were used and the averages for each 
type of sample were used.   
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CHAPTER 4 Analysis, Discussion and Results 

4.1 Data processing 
Experimental errors due to irregularities in producing the samples, in the physical 

features of each sample, in the ambient environmental conditions, and in setting up each 
trial were evident when raw data was first collected. Figure 4.1 shows an example of 
typical plot of acoustic coefficient values for HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 samples. As noted 
during the data acquisition, the anomalous sample “H” (Figure 4.2) appears to be affected 
by its irregular shape. Data screening needed to be done before further analysis. “R 
programming” was used for processing the data based on correlations between each 
sample. This statistical programming language (R) is powerful and widely used software 
for developing mathematic models that allows visualizing, interpreting, manipulating and 
understanding data.  

The sample selected to assess trends and for developing mathematical models 
were highly correlated to one another (>80%). Table 4.1 illustrates the correlation among 
the acoustic absorption coefficient (α) frequency profiles from all of the tested samples 
from the HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 composite. The column “Avg. H” has a high 
correlation with only samples B and C, and the other specimens have more than 4 
coefficients over 0.8 (i.e. 80%). Thus, sample H was excluded and the remaining samples 
were used for further analysis. As shown in Figure 4.2, and as noted during testing, 
sample H had a visible imperfection on the circumference which affected the mounting of 
the specimen into the tube. All the correlations of tested specimens of biocomposites are 
displayed in Appendix A and were used to determine the samples that were averaged to 
create the frequency profile for each type of biocomposite. 
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Figure 4.1 Raw data of α - frequency profiles for HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 

          

Figure 4.2 Sample “H” of HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 
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Table 4.1 Correlation among of α - frequency profiles of HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.672723 0.57764 0.881541 0.843814 0.960347 0.87569 0.507362 0.708542 
Avg.B 0.672723 1 0.966642 0.86444 0.907961 0.787553 0.801693 0.899855 0.902582 
Avg.C 0.57764 0.966642 1 0.761205 0.80704 0.669164 0.669135 0.956842 0.837065 
Avg.D 0.881541 0.86444 0.761205 1 0.98941 0.94508 0.955039 0.642189 0.93085 
Avg.E 0.843814 0.907961 0.80704 0.98941 1 0.933331 0.95803 0.692577 0.948317 
Avg.F 0.960347 0.787553 0.669164 0.94508 0.933331 1 0.959412 0.583529 0.799731 
Avg.G 0.87569 0.801693 0.669135 0.955039 0.95803 0.959412 1 0.54588 0.854797 
Avg.H 0.507362 0.899855 0.956842 0.642189 0.692577 0.583529 0.54588 1 0.688964 
Avg.I 0.708542 0.902582 0.837065 0.93085 0.948317 0.799731 0.854797 0.688964 1 

 

4.2 Sound Absorption Coefficient of Biocomposites 
The normal incidence absorption coefficients of HF-FCT-LLDPE specimens for 

the varying composition of HF for the HF-FCT-LLDPE are shown in Figure 4.3 for each 
octave band from 300 to 3000 Hz. From Figure 4.3, as the ratio of HF increases from 
10% to 50%, the peak value of α shifts from 980 Hz to 1450 Hz. The maximum α value 
of 0.25 for this biocomposite (HF-FCT-LLDPE) occurred with HF50-FCT40-LLDPE10 
samples at 1450 Hz. 
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Figure 4.3 Comparing α - frequency profiles for HF-FCT-LLDPE 

According to Table 4.2, except for the HF10-FCT80-LLDPE10 and HF50-
FCT40-LLDPE10, the overall profiles for HF-FCT-LLDPE composites are similar to 
each other. 

Table 4.2 Correlation among α - frequency profiles of HF-FCT-LLDPE 

 
HF50.FCT40.PE10 HF40.FCT50.PE10 HF30.FCT60.PE10 HF20.FCT70.PE10 HF10.FCT80.PE10 

HF50.FCT40.PE10 1 0.037623399 0.033441921 0.1862794 0.056141793 
HF40.FCT50.PE10 0.037623399 1 0.917271071 0.891920534 0.593270064 
HF30.FCT60.PE10 0.033441921 0.917271071 1 0.789035639 0.638961532 
HF20.FCT7o0.PE10 0.1862794 0.891920534 0.789035639 1 0.708265791 
HF10.FCT80.PE10 0.056141793 0.593270064 0.638961532 0.708265791 1 

 

As shown in Figure 4.4, the αvalues at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1300 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 
2000 Hz from the acoustic absorption profiles are used to compare the HF-FCT-LLDPE 
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biocomposites.  The value of the sound absorption coefficient is an average of the eleven 
values for α, as calculated by the software, centered at the given frequency. For example, 
α 500 is the average ofα at the frequencies from 480 to 520 Hz, since data was captured 
every 4Hz. Little variability exists at 500 Hz and 2000 Hz, and the average α value is 
approximately 0.1.  

As the fibre content increases, the first peak value α shifts to a higher frequency. 
The absorption coefficient of 0.2 occurs near 1000 Hz for HF10-FCT80-LLDPE10. The 
increased fibre content of HF20-FCT70-LLDPE10 showed the peak absorption 
coefficient of 0.19 occurred at 1300 Hz; whereas, HF50-FCT40-LLDPE10 maximum 
absorption coefficient of 0.23 occurred at 1500 Hz. 

 

Figure 4.4 Comparing α values at discrete frequencies for HF-FCT-LLDPE 
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Figure 4.5 shows the acoustic properties of HH-FCT-LLDPE composites with 
varying compositions. With increasing fibre content of the hemp hurd (HH) from 10% to 
50%, the maximum α value increased from 0.17 to 0.31, however, the frequency of the 
peak value shift to a higher frequency from 840 Hz to 1310 Hz, then down to 1230 Hz at 
HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10. The maximum value for α of HH-FCT-LLDPE composite was 
0.31, observed in HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 composite at 1230 Hz. 

 

Figure 4.5 Comparing α - frequency profiles for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

As evident from Table 4.3, the HH-FCT-LLDPE biocomposites, the overall 
correlations among α - frequency profiles are not as high as the previous biocomposites. 
Hemp hurd is more irregular than hemp fibre. The biofibre may not have been uniformly 
distributed in the biocomposite and/or the binding with the polymer may be significantly 
more variable. Therefore, additional porosity in the sample may exist. 
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Table 4.3 Correlation among α - frequency profiles of HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 
HH50.FCT40.PE10 HH40.FCT50.PE10 HH30.FCT60.PE10 HH20.FCT70.PE10 HH10.FCT80.PE10 

HH50.FCT40.PE10 1 0.643661437 0.900781696 0.475872376 0.236495098 
HH40.FCT50.PE10 0.643661437 1 0.503448466 0.214213611 0.031196361 
HH30.FCT60.PE10 0.900781696 0.503448466 1 0.703472582 0.309738054 
HH20.FCT70.PE10 0.475872376 0.214213611 0.703472582 1 0.665695562 
HH10.FCT80.PE10 0.236495098 0.031196361 0.309738054 0.665695562 1 

 

Figure 4.6 displays the α values for the various HH-FCT-LLDPE samples at 
specific frequencies. Slightly distinct from HF-FCT-LLDPE composites, HH-FCT-
LLDPE composites demonstrate the trend of increasing biofibre content corresponds with 
better acoustic absorption capacity even at 500 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 2000 Hz. For HH20-
FCT70-LLDPE10, the maximum of 0.21 was observed at 1000 Hz. For HH50-FCT40-
LLDPE10, the peak α of 0.28 occurred at 1300 Hz. 

 

Figure 4.6 Comparing α values at discrete frequencies for HH-FCT-LLDPE 
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Figure 4.7 Comparing α - frequency profiles for WSH-FCT-LLDPE 

The whole stalk hemp biocomposites (WSH-FCT-LLDPE) displayed different 
trends than the other biocomposites as shown in Figure 4.7. When the percentage of 
whole stalk fibre (WSH) increased from 10% to 50%, the magnitude of α increased from 
10% to 30%, and then decreased at fibre content from 30% to 50%. The 30% ratio of 
WSH has the highest value of 0.42 at 1500 Hz. These biocomposites were high 
correlated as shown in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Correlation among α - frequency profiles of WSH-FCT-LLDPE 

 
WSH50.FCT40.PE10 WSH40.FCT50.PE10 WSH30.FCT60.PE10 WSH20.FCT70.PE10 WSH10.FCT80.PE10 

WSH50.FCT40.PE10 1 0.992234 0.783848 0.960433 0.916601 
WSH40.FCT50.PE10 0.992234 1 0.752725 0.957733 0.89795 
WSH30.FCT60.PE10 0.783848 0.752725 1 0.830593 0.796234 
WSH20.FCT70.PE10 0.960433 0.957733 0.830593 1 0.967106 
WSH10.FCT80.PE10 0.916601 0.89795 0.796234 0.967106 1 
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 The trend observed with WSH-FCT-LLDPE composites and their distribution 
was unique. In Figure 4.8, WSH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 has significantly highest α values 
at 1500 Hz (0.42) and 2000 Hz (0.23), but a lower value of 0.03 at 500 Hz than the other 
samples. The sound absorption coefficient of WSH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 is a bit higher 
than the other composites at 1000 Hz, while WSH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 takes the lead at 
1300 Hz.  

 

Figure 4.8 Comparing α values at discrete frequencies for WSH-FCT-LLDPE  

Figure 4.9 illustrates the sound absorption coefficient frequency profiles for seven 
variations in composition for HH-CCT-PP biocomposite. The results demonstrate a 
strong trend of increasing acoustic coefficient with increasing fibre content as the hemp 
hurd ratio increases from 20% to 80%; also, the frequency of the peak α value increases 
with increasing biofibre content. The maximum value of HH20-CCT70-PP10 is 0.3 at 
1300 Hz; whereas, the peak α value of 0.68 occurs at 1650 Hz for HH80-CCT10-PP10.  
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Figure 4.9 Comparing α- frequency profiles for HH-CCT-PP 

Table 4.5 indicates that higher hemp fibre percentages of 80, 70, 60, and 50 are 
relative to each other with 98% similarity; meanwhile, the lower fibre proportions of 20, 
30, and 40 are extremely similar to each other with correlation coefficient of 0.98. 

Table 4.5 Correlation among α - frequency profiles of HH-CCT-PP 

 
HH80.CCT10.

PP10 
HH70.CCT20.

PP10 
HH60.CCT30.

PP10 
HH50.CCT40.

PP10 
HH40.CCT50.

PP10 
HH30.CCT60.

PP10 
HH20.CCT70.

PP10 
HH80.CCT10.

PP10 1 0.997073 0.953528 0.989198 0.636311 0.3722 0.602656 
HH70.CCT20.

PP10 0.997073 1 0.943825 0.992271 0.594515 0.325454 0.557442 
HH60.CCT30.

PP10 0.953528 0.943825 1 0.96719 0.778759 0.533368 0.733179 
HH50.CCT40.

PP10 0.989198 0.992271 0.96719 1 0.633779 0.368902 0.590069 
HH40.CCT50.

PP10 0.636311 0.594515 0.778759 0.633779 1 0.930413 0.98852 
HH30.CCT60.

PP10 0.3722 0.325454 0.533368 0.368902 0.930413 1 0.943253 
HH20.CCT70.

PP10 0.602656 0.557442 0.733179 0.590069 0.98852 0.943253 1 
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Unlike the HF-FCT-LLDPE, HH-FCT-LLDPE, and WSH-FCT-LLDPE 
biocomposites, HH-CCT-PP biocomposites have increased sound absorption acoustic 
properties for all frequencies. Moreover, from Figure 4.10 the trend of increased fibre 
content produces a biocomposite with increased α characteristic is consistent for all 
frequencies, except at 500 Hz where the HH30-CCT60-PP10 sample exhibited the 
highest α value. In addition, at the higher frequencies, the range of α values increases 
significantly. For instance, at 2000 Hz, the coefficient of HH20-CCT70-PP10 is only 0.1 
yet the value of HH80-CCT10-PP10 is 0.5.  These samples have biofibre content from 20 
to 80%; whereas, the previous composites contained 10 to 50% biofibre. 

 

Figure 4.10 Comparing α values at discrete frequencies for HH-CCT-PP  

Upon examining the acoustic coefficient frequency profiles, an anomaly appears. 
This anomaly occurs as a unique peak at 1300 Hz and 2600 Hz, regardless of the 
composites composition. Perhaps, this is caused by the reflection associated with the 
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white noise sound source inserted into the tube, rather than using the original sound 
source. This local peak is most evident in Figures 4.3, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9 near 1300 Hz and 
2600 Hz. Uniquely, this frequency corresponds to the second and fourth harmonic of 650 
Hz single which for the speed of sound of 350 m/s corresponds to 0.54 m which 
approximates the wave path length of the impedance tube length 0.43 m and distance 
from the speaker to the tube wall 0.10 m.   

4.3 Acoustic Comparison of HF-FCT-LLDPE, HF-FCT-LLDPE, and WSH-FCT-
LLDPE 

 
From the above experiment data, a comparison between HH-FCT-LLDPE, HF-

FCT-LLDPE, and WSH-FCT-LLDPE composites as shown in Figure 4.11 was 
completed. The WSH-FCT-LLDPE composites have higher sound absorption 
characteristics. This may be attributed to the biofibre as the whole stalk hemp composites 
have higher porosity. The biggest variation appears with the percentage of 30-60-10. 

 

(a) Sound absorption profiles for 10-80-10 biocomposites 
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(b) Sound absorption profiles for 20-70-10 biocomposites 

 

(c) Sound absorption profiles for 30-60-10 biocomposites 
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(d) Sound absorption profiles for 40-50-10 biocomposites  

 

(e) Sound absorption profiles for 50-40-10 biocomposites  

Figure 4.11 Comparison of α - frequency profiles for HH-FCT-LLDPE, HF-FCT-
LLDPE, and WSH-FCT-LLDPE  
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4.4 Regression functions of HH-FCT-LLDPE composites 
To obtain a mathematical model for the α-frequency profiles regression functions 

were fitted for only the biocomposites HH-FCT-LLDPE. Polynomial functions were 
calculated to describe the curves for each profile for the varying biocomposite ratios. The 
regression line for the 10th order polynomial function for HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 had a 
R2 of 0.90, yet the R2 is only 0.78 when the curve of HH50-FCT80-LLDPE10 was 
regressed. The contrast between polynomial functions of degree 10 for HH10-FCT80-
LLDPE10 and HH50-FCT80-LLDPE10 composites is displayed in Figure 4.12 and 
Figure 4.13. Additional 10th order polynomial function figures of HH-FCT-LLDPE 
composites can be found in Appendix B1. 

 

Figure 4.12 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 
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Figure 4.13 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 

 
As illustrated a high order polynomial did not appear to accurately represent the 

profile so additional mathematical models were developed using R programming to fit 
more appropriate mathematical equations. The combined model using both a distribution 
curve and 4th order polynomial function provided a good fit as shown in Figure 4.14. This 
new regression line is similar to a 10th order polynomial function line shown in Figure 
4.12 for HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 composite. However, it provides a significant 
improvement with the HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 composite, as shown in Figure 4.15. 
Although, deviations occur in the regression function lines at various low frequency 
ranges, the R2s are impressively high, 0.93 and 0.97, respectively. The set of figures and 
derived functions, as well as residual plots, are presented in Appendix B2. 
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Figure 4.14 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  

 

 
Figure 4.15 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 

modeling α - frequency profile of HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10  
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R2 was used to evaluate the polynomial function regression line as it is a linear 
regression function; however, technically this is not correct for determining the fit for 
nonlinear regression function. The reasons are evident that R2 tends to be consistently 
high for not only well fitted models, but also poor regressed models, and it does not 
always increase for better nonlinear regression function line (Frost, 2014). Hence, 
nonlinear regression model diagnostics can be accomplished using a residual plot. This 
graphic illustration plots the variations (the residuals) between the fitted and actual values 
for each dependent value (Ritz, & Streibig, 2008). Sample residual plots for the fitted 
curves follow. 

 

Figure 4.16 Residual plot for the model shown in Figure 4.14 
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Figure 4.17 Residual plot for the model shown in Figure 4.15 

The residuals plotted in Figure 4.16 demonstrate the overall fitting of this model 
is not ideal. Especially from frequency 1500 to 3000 Hz, the regression function line 
cannot be used to generate the original data for α values from 0.05 to 0.07 which occurs 
at frequencies from 1500 to 3000 Hz in Figure 4.14. 

Figure 4.17 illustrates the deviations of the regression model of Figure 4.15, 
which indicates the fitted values for α have a lot of variation between 0.08 and 0.15. 
Referring to Figure 4.15, the function formulated does not represent the curves near 1000 
Hz and 1500 Hz well. 

To minimize deviations and ameliorate the model, a 6th order polynomial function 
was combined with the distribution function to improve the regression model. The 
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following equations and figures explain the advanced regression models for HH-FCT-
LLDPE composites. 

A regression function combining a 6th order polynomial function and a 
distribution function were used to illustrate the α - frequency profile for HH10-FCT80-
LLDPE10, as given in Equation 4-1. The curve is shown in Figure 4.18 and its residual 
plot follows in Figure 4.19. The majority of the residual lie within ±0.01, which indicates 
the regression function is fairly well fitted. 
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      (4-1) 

 

Figure 4.18 Regression function combining distribution curve and 6th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  
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Figure 4.19 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure 4.18 

The regression line of HH20-FCT70-LLDPE10 composite is expressed by 
Equation 4-2, and displayed in Figure 4.20. Similar to HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 
composite, the distribution curve and polynomial function of degree 6 models the 
observed α - frequency profile. The residual plots are shown in Figure 4.21 which 
illustrates the fitted values for 0.15 to 0.2 are systematical, which reveal the tiny 
translation of distribution curve in Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.20 Regression function combining distribution curve and 6th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH20-FCT70-LLDPE10 

 

Figure 4.21 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure 4.20 
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Regressive Equation 4-3 is generated for HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10 composite by 
combining a 6th order polynomial and distribution curves. A slightly larger range for the 
residual values was found as shown in Figure 4.23. The deviations arise between 
frequencies 500 to 1000 Hz, as well as for the frequency range of 1500 to 3000 Hz 
depicted in Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22 Regression function combining distribution curve and 6th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 
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Figure 4.23 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure 4.22 

Equation 4-4 defines the regression line of HH40-FCT50-LLDPE10 composite by 
adding one distribution curve to polynomial of degree 6; the line is plotted in Figure 4.24 
and its residuals marked in Figure 4.25 demonstrate the high fitting degree of this model. 
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Figure 4.24 Regression function combining distribution curve and 6th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH40-FCT50-LLDPE10 

 

Figure 4.25 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure 4.24 
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Being faintly different from previous equations, Equation 4-5 actually combines 
two distinct distribution curves with 6th order polynomial function to regress HH50-
FCT40-LLDPE10 composite, the line is perfectly fitted as shown in Figure 4.26 and 
Figure 4.27 presents the tiny residuals of ±0.005 for most fitted value. This indicates two 
frequencies that this material absorbs noise at, namely, near 460 and 1250 Hz.   
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Figure 4.26 Regression function combining distribution curve and 6th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 
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Figure 4.27 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure 4.26 

4.5 Comparison of acoustic and mechanical properties of HH-FCT-LLDPE 
Tensile strength test on HH-FCT-LLDPE composites were previously completed 

(Sukkaew, 2012). The mechanical properties studied and corresponding trend with 
increasing fibre content included density shown in Figure 4.28, ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS) shown in Figure 4.29, tensile yield strength (YS) shown in Figure 4.30, Young’s 
modulus of elasticity shown in Figure 4.31 and toughness shown in Figure 4.32 
(Sukkaew, 2012). From these figures, as HH fibre increased, the density of composite 
decreased, the ultimate tensile strength decreased, the tensile yield strength first increased 
then decreased, the Young’s modulus of elasticity increased, and the toughness of HH-
CT-LLDPE also decreased. 
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Figure 4.28 Density (ρ) and biofibre content profile for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 

Figure 4.29 Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) and biofibre content profile for HH-FCT-
LLDPE 
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Figure 4.30 Yield Strength (YS) and biofibre content profile for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 

Figure 4.31 Young’s Modulus of Elasticity and biofibre content profile of HH-FCT-
LLDPE 
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Figure 4.32 Toughness and biofibre content profile for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

To represent the α - frequency profile and establish trends a “Noise Reduction 
Coefficient” (NRC) was used.  The NRC is the average of sound absorption coefficients 
at specific frequencies and provides a single number rating the sound absorbing 
efficiency for a material (Egan, M. D., 1988). For this research, α values at 500, 1300, 
1500, and 2000 Hz frequencies were used to calculate an average of biocomposite NRC. 
These values were chosen to best represent the sound absorption characteristics in the 
studies frequency range that relate to speech detection. The biocomposite NRC increases 
with increased biofibre content as shown in Figure 4.33. The relations between the 
biocomposite NRC with the material property of density and with mechanical property of 
UTS are shown in Figure 4.34 below for increasing biofibre content. 
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Figure 4.33 Biocomposite NRC and biofibre content profile for HH-FCT-LLDPE 
 

 

Figure 4.34 Comparison of UTS, biocomposite NRC and density for HH-FCT-LLDPE  
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Determining the composition of a HH-FCT-LLDPE biocomposite to meet design 
criteria requiring certain mechanical properties (characterized from the UTS) and 
acoustic properties (characterized by the biocomposite NRC) is now possible. Higher 
UTS gives superior mechanical properties and sound absorption coefficient closer to one 
(1) represents material with better acoustic absorption characteristics. As evident from 
Figure 4.34, the intersection of the trend lines for UTS and biocomposite NRC intersect 
with the 40HH-50FCT-10LLDPE composite; from the HH-FCT-LLDPE biocomposite, 
to optimize these properties the blend of material is 40-50-10. 

Also, models comparing acoustic and mechanical properties of biocomposite can 
be developed. The relations among biofibre ratio, density (ρ), UTS, and biocomposite 
NRC are shown in Figures 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37; they can be modeled by using Equations 
(4-6), (4-7), and (4-8), respectively in terms of the biofibre percentage (x).  

2.188.0  x                                                                                                          (4-6)                                                                                       

89.12.83140 23  xxxUTS                                                                             (4-7) 

0158.00723.15648.32364.4 23  xxxNRC                                                   (4-8) 
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Figure 4.35 Density and biofibre content relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 

Figure 4.36 UTS and biofibre content relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 
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Figure 4.37 NRC and density relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

As the ratio of biofibre increases, the density and UTS decreases whereas the 
NRC increases. Figure 4.38 and Figure 4.39 illustrate the relation of density and UTS to 
the NRC of the biocomposite. As density and UTS increases the NRC value decreases as 
modeled by Equations (4-9) and (4-10), respectively. The relation between UTS and 
density is shown in Figure 4.40 and modeled by Equation (4-11) which shows a nonlinear, 
3rd order polynomial relation where the UTS increases as density increases. Since the data 
set was limited to five samples, lower order polynomials provided good fits. 

6252.439.14365.15505.5 23  NRC                                                    (4-9) 

2263.01172.0  UTSNRC                                                                                   (4-10) 

949.342.11199.114897.39 23  UTS                                                      (4-11) 
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Figure 4.38 NRC and density relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 

Figure 4.39 NRC and UTS relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 
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Figure 4.40 UTS and density relation for HH-FCT-LLDPE 
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CHAPTER 5 Discussion and Conclusions 

5.1 Discussion on significance of findings 
The various trends and mathematical models for relating to biofibre content, the 

material and mechanical properties were presented in the previous chapter. The key 
observations being that HH-CCT-PP composites were found to have higher α values and 
are deemed to be superior as sound absorbing materials and sound-insulation materials 
than other three types of biocomposites containing the same percentage of biofibre. These 
composites used CCT and PP as the binding components, which have bigger particles of 
elastomer and more complex internal configuration of polymer than FCT and LLDPE 
composites. The HH-CCT-PP composites were also manufactured with higher biofibre 
content and the maximum sound absorption value of 0.68 at 1650 Hz for HH80-CCT10-
PP10 composite was recorded. The other three types of biocomposites used FCT and 
LLDPE, but with different biofibre, which are HF, HH, and WSH, respectively. A 
comparison among these three types of composites indicates WSH composites are better 
acoustic damping materials than the other two kinds of composites. The increased 
porosity of whole stalk hemp composites may be an attributing factor. The WSH-FCT-
LLDPE composite with percentage of 30-60-10 had the highest α values. 

In addition, specific regression functions were formulated by R programming to 
represent the acoustic absorption coefficient curves of HH-FCT-LLDPE composites. 
Combination of distribution curves and polynomials provided highly correlated equations 
for those data plots obtained by experiments. These equations enable good 
approximations of the sound absorption characteristic at the modeled frequencies 
between 500 to 2500 Hz. 
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Mechanical characteristics and density properties of HH-FCT-LLDPE composites 
were obtained from previous research conducted by Mr. Sukkaew and Dr. Stilling. To 
compare mechanical properties with acoustic results gained from this research, distinct 
relationships were also found. Namely, increased biofibre content corresponded with both 
increased ultimate tensile strength and sound absorption coefficient and with decreased 
density.  As noted, the relation between the mechanical properties with the biocomposite 
Noise Reduction Coeeficient (NRC) to characterize the α - frequency profile with a single 
value resulted in third order polynomial equations.  

When engineering a product, design criteria may be required to meet allowable 
strength limits, minimal weight values, and have acoustic absorption capacity defined by 
NRC. To select a biocomposite with these characteristics, the above equations can be 
used.  Also, since these properties have all been defined in terms of the percentage of 
fibre content the optimal between characteristics can be found by determining the 
intersection of these curves. When further optimizing desired properties using advanced 
manufacturing processes, these curves allow the researcher or designer to focus on 
compositions that may be optimized; this will reduce the trial development time and 
iterations.  Furthermore, by having followed ASTM standards the results can be repeated 
and compared to continue to develop a catalogue of properties.  

5.2 Conclusions 
Currently, as popular “green” materials, biocomposites play an important role in 

modern industry and society. The trend is to decrease the use of traditional petroleum-
based plastics and plastics with reinforcing fibres from glass and carbon as much as 
possible for environmental reasons (such as reducing greenhouse effects and landfill 
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pressure). These factors drive scientists to research and develop new and more 
environmentally friendly materials for customizing products. 

The majority of the research and related papers examine biocomposites with flax, 
hemp, jute, and other agricultural fibres formed by injection or compression moulding 
with or without fibre/matrix being modified to obtain desired properties. However, no 
systematic knowledge of biocomposites with mathematical models has been reported, 
which result in continuous experiments examining only specific properties to meet a 
single goal. For example, manufacturing methods and the effects on the UTS of the 
biocomposite for a range of compositions are assessed to improve manufacturing 
processes with optimal constituent of biofibre. This work examined several properties by 
keeping the manufacturing process constant and uniquely analyzed, and models the 
relation of not only mechanical properties but also acoustic properties. For future 
biocomposite innovations, the process of selecting biocomposite materials with desired 
physical and/or mechanical properties can be streamlines.  A series of experiments over a 
range of compositions will no longer be necessary. Rather the material can be determined 
using the developed mathematical model. 

5.3 Recommendations and Future Work 
Firstly, additional studies with various compositions need to be completed to 

ensure the trends as observed and modeled for material properties and acoustic relations 
exist, both at interpolated compositions and at higher biofibre content. Also, increasing 
the frequency range using different size impedance tubes would provide a more complete 
analysis of the the α - frequency profiles. Secondly, since the mechanical properties of 
HF-FCT-LLDPE, WSH-FCT-LLDPE, and HH-CCT-PP composites were not completed. 
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Material testing using tensile tests is required to develop similar mathematical models. 
An evaluation of the statistical significance rather than the observed significance as 
reported herein should be completed; this may require further sampling and analysis since 
biocomposites are inherently variable, as previously discussed. This may result in the 
characterizing parameter of the α - frequency profile not being the biocomposite NRC but 
the frequency of peak absorption and corresponding standard deviation being more 
appropriate to characterize the the α - frequency profile for determining relations with the 
mechanical properties.  

 Other parameters that relate to biocomposites; such as: fibre pre-processing, 
varying manufacturing process and the effect on the biocomposite properties can be 
studied. The result may assist in optimizing the biocomposite properties of acoustic 
damping capacity and/or higher tensile strength.  To enhance the understanding of the 
acoustic damping investigating the structure of the composite its porosity and the effects 
of orientation of the fibre for enhancing both the strength and acoustic properties of the 
biocomposites would be useful; this may involve improved imaging of the biocomposites.  
Since characterizing acoustic properties of composites is a relatively new field of study 
the effects of additives that may increase the moisture and have other desirable features 
such as being a fire retardant or improved resistance to UV degradation or biodegradation, 
could also be investigated.  

Future steps in applying this fundamental lab-scale fundamental research is to 
incorporate this knowledge in the design of a finished, product prototype, test and 
evaluate and complete commercial scale manufacturing. The field of biocomposite has 
enormous opportunities to which this thesis has provided a significant contribution by 
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developing innovative biocomposites that have been tested according to recognized 
standards and from which mathematical models have been derived.   
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APPENDIX A 
Correlation for - frequency profiles for each biocomposite specimen 

Prior to determining an average  - frequency profile for each biocomposite 
specimen, correlations among the test specimens for each type of biocomposite were 
completed to identify outliers or irregular profiles.  The following tables are the results 
indicating the samples that were excluded from the averages which were used to develop 
the mathematical models in this thesis.    

Table A.1 Correlation of tested specimens of HF10-FCT80-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.672723 0.57764 0.881541 0.843814 0.960347 0.87569 0.507362 0.708542 
Avg.B 0.672723 1 0.966642 0.86444 0.907961 0.787553 0.801693 0.899855 0.902582 
Avg.C 0.57764 0.966642 1 0.761205 0.80704 0.669164 0.669135 0.956842 0.837065 
Avg.D 0.881541 0.86444 0.761205 1 0.98941 0.94508 0.955039 0.642189 0.93085 
Avg.E 0.843814 0.907961 0.80704 0.98941 1 0.933331 0.95803 0.692577 0.948317 
Avg.F 0.960347 0.787553 0.669164 0.94508 0.933331 1 0.959412 0.583529 0.799731 
Avg.G 0.87569 0.801693 0.669135 0.955039 0.95803 0.959412 1 0.54588 0.854797 
Avg.H 0.507362 0.899855 0.956842 0.642189 0.692577 0.583529 0.54588 1 0.688964 
Avg.I 0.708542 0.902582 0.837065 0.93085 0.948317 0.799731 0.854797 0.688964 1 

 

Samples D, E, and H were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.2 Correlation of tested specimens of HF20-FCT70-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.69941 0.79186 0.915358 0.981621 0.809852 0.890266 0.99271 0.862703 
Avg.B 0.69941 1 0.911223 0.847863 0.760485 0.968999 0.900473 0.714783 0.921731 
Avg.C 0.79186 0.911223 1 0.95898 0.855638 0.972368 0.955857 0.816772 0.971214 
Avg.D 0.915358 0.847863 0.95898 1 0.96281 0.944989 0.981552 0.93511 0.977068 
Avg.E 0.981621 0.760485 0.855638 0.96281 1 0.870104 0.944011 0.9897 0.92321 
Avg.F 0.809852 0.968999 0.972368 0.944989 0.870104 1 0.973464 0.827772 0.985435 
Avg.G 0.890266 0.900473 0.955857 0.981552 0.944011 0.973464 1 0.902305 0.996563 
Avg.H 0.99271 0.714783 0.816772 0.93511 0.9897 0.827772 0.902305 1 0.879863 
Avg.I 0.862703 0.921731 0.971214 0.977068 0.92321 0.985435 0.996563 0.879863 1 

 

All samples were included in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.3 Correlation of tested specimens of HF30-FCT60-LLDPE10  

 Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 
Avg.A 1 0.376178 0.044084 0.970437 0.889808 0.365791 0.439475 0.949214 0.009951 
Avg.B 0.376178 1 0.21762 0.43396 0.491276 0.965475 0.977131 0.400514 0.162561 
Avg.C 0.044084 0.21762 1 0.055272 0.020278 0.153177 0.186253 0.009792 0.96864 
Avg.D 0.970437 0.43396 0.055272 1 0.953596 0.465955 0.518276 0.981424 0.048127 
Avg.E 0.889808 0.491276 0.020278 0.953596 1 0.52694 0.598086 0.914778 0.009801 
Avg.F 0.365791 0.965475 0.153177 0.465955 0.52694 1 0.976319 0.464468 0.142119 
Avg.G 0.439475 0.977131 0.186253 0.518276 0.598086 0.976319 1 0.489965 0.150343 
Avg.H 0.949214 0.400514 0.009792 0.981424 0.914778 0.464468 0.489965 1 0.025662 
Avg.I 0.009951 0.162561 0.96864 0.048127 0.009801 0.142119 0.150343 0.025662 1 

 

Samples B, C, F, G, and I were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.4 Correlation of tested specimens of HF40-FCT50-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.991858 0.870611 0.944003 0.81873 0.551387 0.543963 0.788729 0.377426 
Avg.B 0.991858 1 0.890553 0.936452 0.830529 0.528668 0.504826 0.769077 0.358366 
Avg.C 0.870611 0.890553 1 0.730224 0.694237 0.390066 0.344069 0.569767 0.258832 
Avg.D 0.944003 0.936452 0.730224 1 0.913092 0.676147 0.64736 0.913557 0.45363 
Avg.E 0.81873 0.830529 0.694237 0.913092 1 0.780699 0.709445 0.946013 0.48706 
Avg.F 0.551387 0.528668 0.390066 0.676147 0.780699 1 0.949278 0.868276 0.824666 
Avg.G 0.543963 0.504826 0.344069 0.64736 0.709445 0.949278 1 0.85277 0.823246 
Avg.H 0.788729 0.769077 0.569767 0.913557 0.946013 0.868276 0.85277 1 0.60898 
Avg.I 0.377426 0.358366 0.258832 0.45363 0.48706 0.824666 0.823246 0.60898 1 

 

Samples B, C, F, G, and I were excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.5 Correlation of tested specimens of HF50-FCT40-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.341465 0.662137 0.800401 0.718409 0.955923 0.046301 0.376011 0.833031 
Avg.B 0.341465 1 0.14941 0.491723 0.662687 0.351348 0.553289 0.987692 0.392288 
Avg.C 0.662137 0.14941 1 0.379918 0.334413 0.609924 0.002456 0.160767 0.492535 
Avg.D 0.800401 0.491723 0.379918 1 0.927711 0.903735 0.128576 0.563088 0.947013 
Avg.E 0.718409 0.662687 0.334413 0.927711 1 0.774868 0.20325 0.73867 0.800431 
Avg.F 0.955923 0.351348 0.609924 0.903735 0.774868 1 0.050959 0.401202 0.954441 
Avg.G 0.046301 0.553289 0.002456 0.128576 0.20325 0.050959 1 0.522054 0.10258 
Avg.H 0.376011 0.987692 0.160767 0.563088 0.73867 0.401202 0.522054 1 0.453991 
Avg.I 0.833031 0.392288 0.492535 0.947013 0.800431 0.954441 0.10258 0.453991 1 

 

Samples B, C, G, and H were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.6 Correlation of tested specimens of HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H 

Avg.A 1 0.973712 0.937674 0.967492 0.979448 0.995021 0.975324 0.938046 
Avg.B 0.973712 1 0.898575 0.957517 0.962906 0.976128 0.943643 0.924598 
Avg.C 0.937674 0.898575 1 0.857816 0.981351 0.953812 0.986821 0.776499 
Avg.D 0.967492 0.957517 0.857816 1 0.92425 0.963706 0.91201 0.980132 
Avg.E 0.979448 0.962906 0.981351 0.92425 1 0.989064 0.994581 0.865447 
Avg.F 0.995021 0.976128 0.953812 0.963706 0.989064 1 0.983683 0.92429 
Avg.G 0.975324 0.943643 0.986821 0.91201 0.994581 0.983683 1 0.85389 
Avg.H 0.938046 0.924598 0.776499 0.980132 0.865447 0.92429 0.85389 1 

 

All Samples were included in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.7 Correlation of tested specimens of HH20-FCT70-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H 

Avg.A 1 0.969449 -0.0307 0.803352 0.212766 0.031449 -0.15229 0.896715 
Avg.B 0.969449 1 0.063241 0.870384 0.365278 0.131993 -0.0762 0.93338 
Avg.C -0.0307 0.063241 1 0.182795 0.608118 0.966031 0.870657 0.023526 
Avg.D 0.803352 0.870384 0.182795 1 0.357941 0.217434 0.075089 0.953347 
Avg.E 0.212766 0.365278 0.608118 0.357941 1 0.742473 0.332315 0.2584 
Avg.F 0.031449 0.131993 0.966031 0.217434 0.742473 1 0.731117 0.070935 
Avg.G -0.15229 -0.0762 0.870657 0.075089 0.332315 0.731117 1 -0.07145 
Avg.H 0.896715 0.93338 0.023526 0.953347 0.2584 0.070935 -0.07145 1 

 

Samples C, E, F, and G were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.8 Correlation of tested specimens of HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.672723 0.57764 0.881541 0.843814 0.960347 0.87569 0.507362 0.708542 
Avg.B 0.672723 1 0.966642 0.86444 0.907961 0.787553 0.801693 0.899855 0.902582 
Avg.C 0.57764 0.966642 1 0.761205 0.80704 0.669164 0.669135 0.956842 0.837065 
Avg.D 0.881541 0.86444 0.761205 1 0.98941 0.94508 0.955039 0.642189 0.93085 
Avg.E 0.843814 0.907961 0.80704 0.98941 1 0.933331 0.95803 0.692577 0.948317 
Avg.F 0.960347 0.787553 0.669164 0.94508 0.933331 1 0.959412 0.583529 0.799731 
Avg.G 0.87569 0.801693 0.669135 0.955039 0.95803 0.959412 1 0.54588 0.854797 
Avg.H 0.507362 0.899855 0.956842 0.642189 0.692577 0.583529 0.54588 1 0.688964 
Avg.I 0.708542 0.902582 0.837065 0.93085 0.948317 0.799731 0.854797 0.688964 1 

 

Sample H was excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.9 Correlation of tested specimens of HH40-FCT50-LLDPE10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.987585 0.443723 0.119791 0.278295 0.255843 0.135357 0.620518 0.29471 
Avg.B 0.987585 1 0.514853 0.166839 0.314817 0.316779 0.181109 0.696721 0.352197 
Avg.C 0.443723 0.514853 1 0.645804 0.579772 0.884167 0.606723 0.953178 0.865009 
Avg.D 0.119791 0.166839 0.645804 1 0.802181 0.881965 0.980546 0.509278 0.921344 
Avg.E 0.278295 0.314817 0.579772 0.802181 1 0.683532 0.815837 0.508295 0.741695 
Avg.F 0.255843 0.316779 0.884167 0.881965 0.683532 1 0.85804 0.752878 0.971848 
Avg.G 0.135357 0.181109 0.606723 0.980546 0.815837 0.85804 1 0.472689 0.877925 
Avg.H 0.620518 0.696721 0.953178 0.509278 0.508295 0.752878 0.472689 1 0.756987 
Avg.I 0.29471 0.352197 0.865009 0.921344 0.741695 0.971848 0.877925 0.756987 1 

 

Samples A, B, E, and H were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.10 Correlation of tested specimens of HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.969449 -0.0307 0.803352 0.212766 0.031449 -0.15229 0.896715 0.210789 
Avg.B 0.969449 1 0.063241 0.870384 0.365278 0.131993 -0.0762 0.93338 0.386966 
Avg.C -0.0307 0.063241 1 0.182795 0.608118 0.966031 0.870657 0.023526 0.226625 
Avg.D 0.803352 0.870384 0.182795 1 0.357941 0.217434 0.075089 0.953347 0.380918 
Avg.E 0.212766 0.365278 0.608118 0.357941 1 0.742473 0.332315 0.2584 0.822378 
Avg.F 0.031449 0.131993 0.966031 0.217434 0.742473 1 0.731117 0.070935 0.346902 
Avg.G -0.15229 -0.0762 0.870657 0.075089 0.332315 0.731117 1 -0.07145 0.06292 
Avg.H 0.896715 0.93338 0.023526 0.953347 0.2584 0.070935 -0.07145 1 0.356109 
Avg.I 0.210789 0.386966 0.226625 0.380918 0.822378 0.346902 0.06292 0.356109 1 

 

Samples C, E, F, G, and I were excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.11 Correlation of tested specimens of WSH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.694701 0.971528 0.988972 0.824893 0.954035 0.950628 0.976316 0.2884 
Avg.B 0.694701 1 0.824439 0.731721 0.971418 0.862833 0.869328 0.535656 0.820128 
Avg.C 0.971528 0.824439 1 0.986802 0.927566 0.995862 0.993513 0.901244 0.421801 
Avg.D 0.988972 0.731721 0.986802 1 0.863129 0.973304 0.968704 0.948495 0.302656 
Avg.E 0.824893 0.971418 0.927566 0.863129 1 0.950832 0.95315 0.692765 0.672156 
Avg.F 0.954035 0.862833 0.995862 0.973304 0.950832 1 0.999212 0.870505 0.48378 
Avg.G 0.950628 0.869328 0.993513 0.968704 0.95315 0.999212 1 0.865614 0.500493 
Avg.H 0.976316 0.535656 0.901244 0.948495 0.692765 0.870505 0.865614 1 0.120971 
Avg.I 0.2884 0.820128 0.421801 0.302656 0.672156 0.48378 0.500493 0.120971 1 

 

Sample I was excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.12 Correlation of tested specimens of WSH20-FCT70-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.972619 0.847293 0.947097 0.896644 0.991298 0.920468 0.893207 0.975285 
Avg.B 0.972619 1 0.926468 0.988911 0.964654 0.958969 0.824657 0.789171 0.905184 
Avg.C 0.847293 0.926468 1 0.95724 0.985747 0.831932 0.627647 0.575276 0.72623 
Avg.D 0.947097 0.988911 0.95724 1 0.988509 0.930697 0.764777 0.720525 0.861336 
Avg.E 0.896644 0.964654 0.985747 0.988509 1 0.879022 0.681521 0.632877 0.787232 
Avg.F 0.991298 0.958969 0.831932 0.930697 0.879022 1 0.929594 0.900611 0.979998 
Avg.G 0.920468 0.824657 0.627647 0.764777 0.681521 0.929594 1 0.995278 0.975604 
Avg.H 0.893207 0.789171 0.575276 0.720525 0.632877 0.900611 0.995278 1 0.957659 
Avg.I 0.975285 0.905184 0.72623 0.861336 0.787232 0.979998 0.975604 0.957659 1 

 

Sample H was excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.13 Correlation of tested specimens of WSH30-FCT60-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.987869 0.99329 0.971908 0.740337 0.986313 0.973826 0.861371 0.846128 
Avg.B 0.987869 1 0.966768 0.99572 0.823068 0.998773 0.930712 0.924708 0.911744 
Avg.C 0.99329 0.966768 1 0.94305 0.680678 0.96478 0.990123 0.811375 0.79548 
Avg.D 0.971908 0.99572 0.94305 1 0.861611 0.99629 0.898367 0.953043 0.941661 
Avg.E 0.740337 0.823068 0.680678 0.861611 1 0.828218 0.606828 0.966933 0.976262 
Avg.F 0.986313 0.998773 0.96478 0.99629 0.828218 1 0.925946 0.929012 0.917127 
Avg.G 0.973826 0.930712 0.990123 0.898367 0.606828 0.925946 1 0.743579 0.727187 
Avg.H 0.861371 0.924708 0.811375 0.953043 0.966933 0.929012 0.743579 1 0.998269 
Avg.I 0.846128 0.911744 0.79548 0.941661 0.976262 0.917127 0.727187 0.998269 1 

 

All Samples were included in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.14 Correlation of tested specimens of WSH40-FCT50-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H 

Avg.A 1 0.995247 0.975344 0.997128 0.993733 0.957946 0.930852 0.682317 
Avg.B 0.995247 1 0.976255 0.994757 0.989504 0.951999 0.953772 0.742324 
Avg.C 0.975344 0.976255 1 0.961452 0.963655 0.989592 0.904082 0.693927 
Avg.D 0.997128 0.994757 0.961452 1 0.993175 0.94015 0.943145 0.700396 
Avg.E 0.993733 0.989504 0.963655 0.993175 1 0.939554 0.939219 0.706465 
Avg.F 0.957946 0.951999 0.989592 0.94015 0.939554 1 0.856429 0.61497 
Avg.G 0.930852 0.953772 0.904082 0.943145 0.939219 0.856429 1 0.875558 
Avg.H 0.682317 0.742324 0.693927 0.700396 0.706465 0.61497 0.875558 1 

 

Sample H was excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.15 Correlation of tested specimens of WSH50-FCT40-LLDPE10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.470649 0.899396 0.589051 0.536085 0.902638 0.991863 0.990417 0.794488 
Avg.B 0.470649 1 0.679688 0.648605 0.986209 0.690001 0.521283 0.460154 0.725258 
Avg.C 0.899396 0.679688 1 0.697685 0.744616 0.931561 0.934069 0.915866 0.953612 
Avg.D 0.589051 0.648605 0.697685 1 0.630708 0.839192 0.594639 0.535393 0.701011 
Avg.E 0.536085 0.986209 0.744616 0.630708 1 0.731568 0.593959 0.532341 0.779465 
Avg.F 0.902638 0.690001 0.931561 0.839192 0.731568 1 0.918765 0.874559 0.880406 
Avg.G 0.991863 0.521283 0.934069 0.594639 0.593959 0.918765 1 0.988137 0.841922 
Avg.H 0.990417 0.460154 0.915866 0.535393 0.532341 0.874559 0.988137 1 0.80808 
Avg.I 0.794488 0.725258 0.953612 0.701011 0.779465 0.880406 0.841922 0.80808 1 

 

Samples B, D, and E were excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.16 Correlation of tested specimens of HH20-CCT70-PP10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I Avg.J 

Avg.A 1 0.974939 0.753899 0.995418 0.873276 0.571128 0.780765 0.987349 0.937748 0.986462 
Avg.B 0.974939 1 0.861004 0.978797 0.951805 0.435136 0.657818 0.944595 0.853472 0.940777 
Avg.C 0.753899 0.861004 1 0.746685 0.970886 0.080047 0.30068 0.724571 0.496698 0.679186 
Avg.D 0.995418 0.978797 0.746685 1 0.873868 0.558575 0.765905 0.97428 0.938297 0.981199 
Avg.E 0.873276 0.951805 0.970886 0.873868 1 0.250145 0.470992 0.839409 0.670357 0.817216 
Avg.F 0.571128 0.435136 0.080047 0.558575 0.250145 1 0.951303 0.633389 0.742917 0.689429 
Avg.G 0.780765 0.657818 0.30068 0.765905 0.470992 0.951303 1 0.827361 0.900413 0.86634 
Avg.H 0.987349 0.944595 0.724571 0.97428 0.839409 0.633389 0.827361 1 0.943711 0.986518 
Avg.I 0.937748 0.853472 0.496698 0.938297 0.670357 0.742917 0.900413 0.943711 1 0.965849 
Avg.J 0.986462 0.940777 0.679186 0.981199 0.817216 0.689429 0.86634 0.986518 0.965849 1 

 
Samples C, F, and G were excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 
Table A.17 Correlation of tested specimens of HH30-CCT60-PP10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F 

Avg.A 1 0.94625 0.941363 0.915635 0.997083 0.966995 
Avg.B 0.94625 1 0.963014 0.88647 0.928819 0.906744 
Avg.C 0.941363 0.963014 1 0.967811 0.915757 0.947911 
Avg.D 0.915635 0.88647 0.967811 1 0.893845 0.965669 
Avg.E 0.997083 0.928819 0.915757 0.893845 1 0.958347 
Avg.F 0.966995 0.906744 0.947911 0.965669 0.958347 1 

 

All Samples were included in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.18 Correlation of tested specimens of HH40-CCT50-PP10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F 

Avg.A 1 0.803416 0.770631 0.91111 0.685539 0.890978 
Avg.B 0.803416 1 0.521938 0.88924 0.974889 0.779185 
Avg.C 0.770631 0.521938 1 0.819967 0.370183 0.909813 
Avg.D 0.91111 0.88924 0.819967 1 0.781769 0.957404 
Avg.E 0.685539 0.974889 0.370183 0.781769 1 0.664264 
Avg.F 0.890978 0.779185 0.909813 0.957404 0.664264 1 

 

Samples C and E were excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.19 Correlation of tested specimens of HH50-CCT40-PP10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G Avg.H Avg.I 

Avg.A 1 0.969449 -0.0307 0.803352 0.212766 0.031449 -0.15229 0.896715 0.210789 
Avg.B 0.969449 1 0.063241 0.870384 0.365278 0.131993 -0.0762 0.93338 0.386966 
Avg.C -0.0307 0.063241 1 0.182795 0.608118 0.966031 0.870657 0.023526 0.226625 
Avg.D 0.803352 0.870384 0.182795 1 0.357941 0.217434 0.075089 0.953347 0.380918 
Avg.E 0.212766 0.365278 0.608118 0.357941 1 0.742473 0.332315 0.2584 0.822378 
Avg.F 0.031449 0.131993 0.966031 0.217434 0.742473 1 0.731117 0.070935 0.346902 
Avg.G -0.15229 -0.0762 0.870657 0.075089 0.332315 0.731117 1 -0.07145 0.06292 
Avg.H 0.896715 0.93338 0.023526 0.953347 0.2584 0.070935 -0.07145 1 0.356109 
Avg.I 0.210789 0.386966 0.226625 0.380918 0.822378 0.346902 0.06292 0.356109 1 

 

All Samples were included in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.20 Correlation of tested specimens of HH60-CCT30-PP10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G 

Avg.A 1 0.763152 0.990904 0.984468 0.991736 0.988451 0.971056 
Avg.B 0.763152 1 0.72021 0.778989 0.707144 0.734418 0.599053 
Avg.C 0.990904 0.72021 1 0.975281 0.994161 0.979281 0.981599 
Avg.D 0.984468 0.778989 0.975281 1 0.987336 0.974636 0.957507 
Avg.E 0.991736 0.707144 0.994161 0.987336 1 0.981773 0.988975 
Avg.F 0.988451 0.734418 0.979281 0.974636 0.981773 1 0.962868 
Avg.G 0.971056 0.599053 0.981599 0.957507 0.988975 0.962868 1 

 

Sample B was excluded in calculating the average profile. 

 

Table A.21 Correlation of tested specimens of HH70-CCT20-PP10  

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F Avg.G 

Avg.A 1 0.935682 0.993567 0.849391 0.985886 0.794022 0.951744 
Avg.B 0.935682 1 0.964884 0.972673 0.918784 0.952667 0.806346 
Avg.C 0.993567 0.964884 1 0.899404 0.979863 0.851308 0.91493 
Avg.D 0.849391 0.972673 0.899404 1 0.838167 0.992055 0.67719 
Avg.E 0.985886 0.918784 0.979863 0.838167 1 0.782599 0.951351 
Avg.F 0.794022 0.952667 0.851308 0.992055 0.782599 1 0.607378 
Avg.G 0.951744 0.806346 0.91493 0.67719 0.951351 0.607378 1 

 

All Samples were included in calculating the average profile. 
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Table A.22 Correlation of tested specimens of HH80-CCT10-PP10 

 
Avg.A Avg.B Avg.C Avg.D Avg.E Avg.F 

Avg.A 1 0.843088 0.831612 0.978798 0.614268 0.784084 
Avg.B 0.843088 1 0.976772 0.79495 0.940012 0.988757 
Avg.C 0.831612 0.976772 1 0.778061 0.909629 0.947593 
Avg.D 0.978798 0.79495 0.778061 1 0.559336 0.732295 
Avg.E 0.614268 0.940012 0.909629 0.559336 1 0.964698 
Avg.F 0.784084 0.988757 0.947593 0.732295 0.964698 1 

 

Sample D was excluded in calculating the average profile. 
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APPENDIX B 
Mathematical modeling of  – frequency profiles 

The following figures represent various mathematical models for the  – 
frequency profiles.  These equations include 10th order polynomials; a combination of a 
distribution and 4th order polynomial curves; and a combination of two distribution and a 
4th order polynomial curves were used.  The R program results of the coefficient along 
with plots illustrating the fit are provided.  Also, residual plots are provided to illustrate 
the degree that the equation fits the collected data.  

B.1 Representing  – frequency profiles with 10th Order Polynomial Function for 
HH-FCT-LLDPE 

 

Figure B.1 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  
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Figure B.2 R programming result for the 10th Order polynomial for HH10-FCT80-
LLDPE10  

 

 

Figure B.3 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH20-FCT70-LLDPE10  
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Figure B.4 R programming result for the 10th Order polynomial for HH20-FCT70-
LLDPE10  

 

 

Figure B.5 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.6 R programming result for the 10th Order polynomial for HH30-FCT60-
LLDPE10 

 

 

Figure B.7 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH40-FCT50-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.8 R programming result for the 10th Order polynomial for HH40-FCT50-
LLDPE10 

 

 

Figure B.9 Polynomial function of 10th Order for modeling α - frequency profile of 
HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.10 R programming result for the 10th Order polynomial for HH50-FCT40-
LLDPE10 
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B.2 Representing α - frequency profiles with regression function of combination of 
distribution and 4th Order Polynomial curves for HH-FCT-LLDPE  

 
 

 

Figure B.11 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH10-FCT80-LLDPE10  
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Figure B.12 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure B.11 

The residual plot indicates the fitted equation for  over the range is accurate 
between +0.02/-0.02 with the majority of the errors occurring when α = 0.05 to 0.7. 

 

Figure B.13 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH20-FCT70-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.14 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure B.13 
The residual plot indicates the fitted equation for  over the range is accurate 

between +0.03/-0.02 with the majority of the errors occurring when α = 0.05 to 0.9. 

 

Figure B.15 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH30-FCT60-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.16 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure B.15 
The residual plot indicates the fitted equation for  over range is accurate between 

+0.01/-0.02 with the majority of the errors occurs when α = 0.05 to 0.10. 

 

Figure B.17 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH40-FCT50-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.18 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure B.17 
The residual plot indicates the fitted equation for  over the range is accurate 

between +0.03/-0.01, with the majority of the errors occurring when α = 0.05 to 0.65. 

 

Figure B.19 Regression function of combined distribution curve and 4th order polynomial 
modeling α - frequency profile of HH50-FCT40-LLDPE10 
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Figure B.20 Residual plot based on the model shown in Figure B.19 
The residual plot indicates the fitted equation for  over the range is accurate 

between +0.02/-0.02 with the majority of the errors occurs between α = 0.09 to 0.14. 
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